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impotent volcanoes—ulcers that have never healed, unsightly and
unclean.
Out upon you, infernal devastating desert !   Your day is over
and the air-sick tourist passing far above you spews upon you.
Handicapped by its inaccessibility, hampered by its unwieldy
frontiers, neither by nature nor by creation an entity, Iraq is a
compromise.    Its physical limitations are evident.    Its one and
only access to the sea is at its most remote and narrowest point,
at the extreme end of the Persian Gulf, itself a distant and un-
propitious backwater.    As it  spreads northward the country
extends its long frontiers with its neighbours, who are not from
the Iraqi's point of view entirely desirable.      On the east lies
Persia, hostile in its religion, for while the Iraqi Government is
Sunni, the Persians are Shiahs ;    and  there  remain  frontier
problems to be solved.   To the north is Turkey> along a strip of
divided Kurdish territory, disturbed and disturbing*    To the
north-west lies the frontier with  French-Mandated Syria, at
present little more than a straight line drawn through the desert
and through the grazing lands of Arab tribes who pass their time
now on one side now on the other according to the season and are
at all periods inclined to pillage.
From the Syrian boundary on the Euphrates as far as the
Persian Gulf Iraq borders with the vague deserts of the Wahabi
realms—% region of constant anxiety and frequent incursions.
It is only too evident that this  kingdom was   fashioned by
diplomatists with the aid of a map, a pair of compasses, a ruler,
and inexperience.    It results that the permanency of its official
limits is open to grave doubt and the ultimate decisive frontier
delimitations will probably some  day be settled on the spot
without the intervention of European diplomacy and on a basis
of local enmities and tribal ambitions.
Nor is the political situation very promising. Added to the
difficulties that a Mandate has entailed, the path of the Govern-
ment of Iraq is none too smooth. The town population pays too
much attention to politics ; the countryman is too indifferent*
The transition to independence will not be easy,
It must not be forgotten that the Iraqis are a young people,
ambitious and intelligent. Their past history under the Turks
renders them to-day hasty, suspicious and impatient. They want
to taste the fruits of a full measure of independence at once.

